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MORE FAKE NEWS  

FROM not-only THE VINDICTIVE  

HOLOCAUST FABRICATORS/LIARS 

THIS IS HOW THEY DO IT! 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------    

 
FROM THE ARCHIVE – For The Record 

*** 

Professor Robert Faurisson: 

Commentary on an open letter from Michael Shermer March 31, 1995:  

Newsletter No 25, 1995 

On March 14, 1995, Michael Shermer, director of 

the ‘Sceptics Society’ and Sceptic Magazine, 

published an "Open Letter to Holocaust 

Revisionists,’ in which he devoted a more than 300-

word section to a conversation we had together, in 

Los Angeles, in September 1994, on my invitation. 

He did not send me a copy of that open letter. 

Today, March 31, I received a copy from Dr Töben 

(Australia), I thank him for publishing my 

comment. 

I drew Mr Shermer's attention to the fact that, in 

accusing the Germans of (1) having decided the 

construction of chemical slaughterhouses to kill the 

Jews systematically and in great quantities, (2) 

having built this ‘weapon of the crime’, and (3) 

having used it for years with a special technique 

and a specific operation, the onus of proof now 

rests with him. 

I personally asked him for material or physical 

proof as is usual in any criminal matter. To begin 

with, I wish he would have answer my simple 

challenge: "Show me or draw me a Nazi gas 

chamber!" 

The words "Show me" mean that, if he believes 

that the Nazi gas chambers shown in Auschwitz or 

elsewhere were actually real Nazi gas chambers, 

then he only had to take a little responsibility and 

say, "This is a Nazi gas chamber." We would then 

have a discussion together. 

The words "... or draw me" mean that, if he 

considers that "the Germans have destroyed all 

their execution gas chambers" or that "the Nazi gas 
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chambers shown to tourists are incomplete, rebuilt 

or non-genuine", he only had to show me, by a 

drawing, what actually was a real Nazi gas chamber 

along, of course, with its technique and operation. 

We would then have a discussion together. 

In his article, Mr Shermer has not shown or drawn 

anything of that kind. In our conversation  he did 

not address the issue. He asked me what was the 

"proof" for me. But I had already answered this 

question: “It was, as in a criminal case, a physical 

or material representation of the weapon of the 

crime.” If he did not agree, he would have to tell 

me why and he would have to bring me what he 

called a proof, not in theory but in practice. 

I kept repeating that he had to give just one proof 

of his own. After all, it was he who had made an 

accusation; he had to prove; it was up to him to 

decide what kind of proof he would bring. We would 

then discuss that proof. Unfortunately he never 

brought anything for us to consider. 

He now says that he ‘thought that perhaps (my) 

mind might take a philosophical turn’. It is precisely 

because I am used to hearing so many 

"intellectual" or "philosophical" considerations 

(French people love them), that I am very 

suspicious about them when the discussion is about 

a crime or the weapon of a crime, and I then insist 

on the importance of the material or physical 

evidence. Here I prefer Sherlock Holmes or 

Scotland Yard to Socrates or Pyrrhon (the skeptic). 

Andrew Allen attended our conversation. I agree I 

jabbed my finger at Mr  Shermer's face. It was not 

a tactic. It was because I kept repeating: "You are 

the accuser. You and nobody else here. So, bring 

one proof, only one proof of your terrible 

accusation." 

What I am saying here to Mr Shermer is: “Don’t 

escape your responsibility!” 

To sum up, we are still waiting today for Mr 

Shermer to show us what would look like a Nazi 

gas chamber (the weapon of the crime) along, of 

course, with its technique and operation. 

I recall that, on August 30, 1994, in front of four 

witnesses, Michael Berenbaum, Research Director 

of the Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, 

was led to answer my challenge by saying: ‘The 

decision had been made not to give physical 

representation of the Nazi gas chamber.’ For this as 

well as for the preposterous model of the 

Krematorium-II and for my argument, "No holes, 

no "Holocaust", see: Adelaide Institute, Newsletter, No 

21, 10 November 1994, p. 4-5.* 

R Faurisson. 

PS: Mr Shermer mocks my “inimitable French 

accent”. I am afraid he is right on that very point. 

* Here is the item from  

Newsletter No 21, 10 November 1994: 

On 30 August 1994, I visited , in his Washington 

office of the Holocaust Memorial Museum, Michael 

Berenbaum who told me, in the presence of my two 

witnesses, that “Pressac was forbidden to publish 

his own figures” of the Auschwitz deaths in the 

English version of his book. In fact, the English 

version of Pressac’s book is a reduced, changed, 

rewritten rehash of the original French text. It was 

written under the control of Robert-Jan van Pelt! 

It has become a simple chapter of Anatomy of the 

Auschwitz Death Camp, by Yisrael Gutman and 

Michael Berenbaum as editors and not less than 23 

other contributors (Indiana University Press, July 

1994, XVI-638p.). Michael Berenbaum told us that 

the correct figure for the Auschwitz deaths was the 

one given Franciszek Piper, viz, 1,100,00! 

I asked him why I had not found in his Museum an 

answer to my challenge: “Show me or draw me a 

Nazi gas chamber!” Finally he said that :the 

decision had been made not to give any physical 

representation of the Nazi gas chambers:. For me, 

it is like the Pope deciding that there would not be 

any more physical representation of the crucifixion 

of Jesus Christ; no more Cross in the Vatican. 

Berenbaum did not even try to defend his model of 

Krematorium II in Birkenau with an SS pouring 

Zyklon B in vents on the roof and in perforated 

pillars. I told him it was a preposterous model since 

today the visitor to  Birkenau needs only open his 

eyes to see that there were no such vents or 

regular holes in the roof and that, if one manages 

to get underneath the partly crumbled roof, one 

can see that the pillars are made of solid concrete. 

‘No holes, no Holocaust!’ 

On the scientific plan, it is a total failure for the 

Nazi gas chamber theory. Jews who are aware of 

that trend to abandon those gas chambers, like to 

say: ‘Gas chambers or not, what’s the importance?’ 

This is nonsense since, if one does not have the 

specific weapon any more, one cannot maintain 

that there was a specific crime – the genocide. 

They will keep on saying that there was a 

“Holocaust”, which is vague and is a matter of 

religious belief. The same way the Jews ended up 

claiming that the Jewish soap story or the figure of 

4 million deaths in Auschwitz were Nazi, Polish or 

Communist lies, the same way will they say that 

thje Nazi gas chambers were a Nazi, a Polish or a 

Communist lie. 
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Kommt nach München für Monika und Alfred Schäfer 

*Der_Volkslehrer 

 
*https://www.bitchute.com/video/Y6LDv2RZAAs/   

*Am 14. 16. und 17. August finden in 

München die Verhandlungen gegen Monika 

und Alfred Schäfer statt. 

*Kommt bitte dorthin und unterstützt die 

beiden Kämpfer für die freie Rede durch Eure 

Anwesenheit. 

 

*Landgericht München II 

Nymphenburger Straße 16 

80335 München 

DEUTSCHLAND 

   

___________________________________________________

Freethinking Warrior Arthur Topham Arrested Against by B.C. "Hate Squad" 

The thought police's campaign to silence Arthur 

Topham entirely ratcheted up a notch this past 

Monday. Returning with his wife Shasta from his 

placer mining claims, August 6, Arthur was 

arrested outside his rural property near Quesnel, 

British Columbia.  

 
His wife who is severely disabled was made to stay 

in a camper outside their home., Arthur was taken 

to the town jail, until a warrant arrived for the 

police to enter his property. "They absconded with 

my computers and flash drives," the former 

publisher of Radical Press (until 2009 a tabloid and 

then a website) told CAFE in an exclusive interview 

tonight. 

Arthur faces a charge of breach of probation. 

Having been convicted in 2016 on one count of 

violating Canada's notorious "hate law" -- Sec. 319 

of the Criminal Code -- and acquitted on another, 

Mr. Topham was given a six months suspended 

sentence and two years prohibition of publishing 

anything critical of Jews on the Internet. He heads 

to court on October 16. Without his computers, Mr. 

Topham has gone silent on the Internet. 

This latest persecution comes at a bad time for Mr. 

Topham. His wife Shasta for 40 years, who was 

born Jewish, faces two serious operations this 

Autumn. Ironically, the raid occurred the same day 

Saudi Arabia expelled Canada's ambassador for 

lecturing the Islamic state on human rights 

violations. The Saudis should message Ottawa: 

Human rights? Clean up your own house! What 

about Arthur Topham? 

On an individual basis, he found the "hate squad" 

officers polite and professional. 
Paul Fromm, Director 

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR FREE EXPRESSION, 

August 10, 2018 at 2:02:02 AM EDT 

____________________________________________________  

https://www.bitchute.com/channel/der_volkslehrer/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Y6LDv2RZAAs/
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Vale  

Clive Andreas Evatt 

*1931 – 
+

3 August 2018 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Clive Evatt:  

King of the Plaintiffs’ Defamation Bar 
Michael McHugh AC QC, 9 August 2018, 4:14pm 

 
Defamation barrister Clive Evatt in his Sydney chambers. 

Photo: John Feder, News Corp 

Clive Andreas Evatt, barrister and Renaissance 

man, died on Friday, August 3. Born in 1931, he 

was the only son of Clive Raleigh Evatt, QC, a 

famous barrister and a minister in a number of 

state governments, and Marjorie Hannah Andreas, 

the daughter of a prominent businessman. Evatt 

jnr’s uncle was Dr H.V. Evatt, a former High Court 

Justice. His sister Elizabeth won the university 

medal for law and became the first chief judge of 

the Family Court of Australia. His sister Penelope 

took a different course, marrying the famous 

architect Harry Seidler and later becoming an 

architect herself. 

Given the family background in the law, it was 

almost inevitable that Evatt jnr would become a 

barrister. But law was never his only interest. 

During his university days, he developed a 

passionate interest in opera and ballet, literature 

and classical music and paintings. After leaving 

university, he also began betting on horses and 

was extraordinarily successful, winning a seven-

figure sum in the period 1960-1976, equivalent to 

many millions of dollars today. In 1972, he opened 

the avant garde Hogarth Gallery, which largely 

pioneered the sale of Aboriginal paintings in 

Sydney. 

Evatt was admitted to the bar in 1956. "Young 

Clive" (as he was known in recognition of his 

father) remained an institution at the Sydney 

defamation bar until his death. Experienced 

practitioners knew that beneath his disarming 

exterior, behind the injured wildebeest appearance 

of the shuffling old man with a cane, lay a uniquely 

dangerous opponent. 

More than any counsel of his era, Evatt knew how 

to strip his case back to the barest essentials, 

paring away everything unnecessary to his client’s 

success before the jury. With unsettling frankness 

and a mischievous glint in his eye, he was 

unembarrassed about abandoning any part of his 

case on which the witnesses were not "coming up 

to proof". 

Evatt’s preferred approach to the notorious 

technical complexity of the law of defamation was 

not to engage with it. In pre-trial applications in 

the Defamation List, his favourite response to 
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thorny arguments raised for the defendant was, 

"Well, there’s a lot for your honour to think about 

there" — effectively shifting to the court the 

obligation to answer the point. 

Where Evatt excelled was in a jury trial. He had an 

uncanny ability to connect with, and charm, jurors 

40, 50, even 60 years his junior. Unlike his 

opponents, he would lead all the evidence he 

needed from a witness in five or 10 minutes. He 

was also savvy enough to decline to call a plaintiff 

to give evidence in his own case in chief whenever 

he thought cross-examination might damage the 

plaintiff, something most practitioners would lack 

the tactical daring to do. 

Many lawyers believe it is unwise to sue for 

defamation if the would-be plaintiff has done 

anything else discreditable. Such baggage will 

usually emerge at the trial, and trial publicity can 

do more damage to a reputation than the original 

publication. But Evatt was undeterred that, in the 

argot of the trade, a plaintiff might not be a 

"cleanskin". He seemed to be a magnet for such 

clients, who would sue — and win. By any 

reckoning, he was the King of the Plaintiffs’ 

Defamation Bar. 

Evatt was educated at primary schools on the North 

Shore including Artarmon Opportunity School 

before going to North Sydney Boys High School 

where he finished first in the state in geography in 

the leaving certificate. Although he graduated in 

arts (majoring in economics) and law from Sydney 

University, he did not do as well at university as he 

could have done. This was largely because he 

seemed more interested in attending race 

meetings, as well as playing cards with friends, 

than studying legal texts. He also led a very active 

social life. 

During winter months in particular, he would host 

friends to weekends of fun, good food and games 

to test the mind at the magnificent mansion built 

by his maternal grandfather at Leuralla in the Blue 

Mountains. Up to 12 people might be staying in the 

house, around a roaring fire, discussing law, 

politics, art and racing. 

Until 1967, Evatt’s practice at the bar was 

dominated by personal injury cases in which he had 

an enormous practice. He also did the occasional 

defamation case with his father for politicians such 

as Tom Uren, Les Haylen, Bill Rigby and Clarrie Earl 

and celebrities such as the singer, Shirley Bassey. 

In 1967, Evatt became a casualty in the move by 

the Law Society to end the practices of five 

solicitors who were charging very high fees for 

conducting cases for impecunious plaintiffs. Evatt 

had been briefed by two of these solicitors and, as 

counsel, had gotten 18 plaintiffs to sign authorities 

deducting the solicitors’ fees from the verdicts they 

obtained. 

The Court of Appeal held that Evatt was guilty of 

professional misconduct in that he knowingly 

facilitated a course of conduct whereby the two 

solicitors charged extortionate fees and himself 

charged fees "which were excessive" and which "he 

knew would be paid in part from the amounts so 

charged". The Court of Appeal suspended him from 

practice for two years. The Bar Association 

appealed to the High Court, which held that the 

Court of Appeal was "in error to suspend [Evatt] 

from practice rather than to disbar him". 

Thirteen years elapsed before a unanimous Court 

of Appeal held that he was a fit and proper person 

to resume practice as a barrister after hearing 

evidence of his probity and honesty from 21 artists, 

eight art dealers, two art critics, two art curators 

and two publishers who had commercial dealings 

with him over the intervening years. 

During this period away from the law, Evatt’s 

principal source of income was betting on horses. 

In 1961, Don Scott, a high school friend, and Evatt, 

using a sophisticated method of assessing the 

ability of racehorses, won a large amount of money 

by backing the Doncaster Handicap winner, Fine 

and Dandy, at 66-1 and 50-1. This win and similar 

large wins attracted the attention of the journalist, 

Frank Browne, who subsequently christened them 

"The Legal Eagles". They continued to bet 

successfully until November 1974 when Scott gave 

up betting to become a playwright. Evatt continued 

betting for another two years but in 1977 he 

mysteriously stopped betting and never again set 

foot on a racecourse. No one has ever discovered 

why he gave up betting – perhaps it was because 

he did not need the money and was more 

interested in running the Hogarth Gallery, which he 

had founded. 

Much of Evatt’s betting winnings were used to 

acquire valuable paintings including those by Brett 

Whitely, Arthur Boyd and Roy Lichenstein and later 

those by Tim Storrier and Jeffrey Smart. Insuring 

these paintings attracted the interest of the 

Commissioner of Taxation who issued amended tax 

assessments based on the significant increase in 

Evatt’s wealth over the preceding years. 

Fortunately for Evatt, his betting was on credit and 

recorded in his name in bookmakers betting 

sheets. In a lengthy case before a Taxation Board 

of Review, Evatt established that the increase in his 

wealth was the result of betting winnings by 

tendering the betting sheets, which had been 

subpoenaed from the State Treasury. The board 

held that the winnings were not taxable and set 

aside the amended assessments. 

After the High Court decision, Evatt did a fine arts 

course at Sydney University and topped the course. 

Subsequently, he lectured in fine arts at the 

University. His expertise led him to found the 

Hogarth Galleries in 1972. 

Irreverent and irrepressible, Evatt was a larger 

than life and formative figure in the Australian art 

world. He loved publicity and revelled in shaking up 

staid 1970s Sydney with some of his early 

exhibitions. Ivan Durrant’s Severed Hand 
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Happening, which was alleged to be a human hand 

displayed in a box made headlines in local 

newspapers, and the erotic paintings, drawings and 

sculpture of The Playboy exhibitions turned the 

Hogarth Galleries into a lively venue. And nowhere 

else in Sydney could one buy posters by Jackson 

Pollock for $35 or Salvador Dali for $30. 

Evatt became a pioneer of the Australian art 

market introducing artists such as Garry Shead, 

Brett Whiteley, Martin Sharp, Cressida Campbell 

and Peter Kingston. He was an early champion of 

feminist and women’s art and supported Miriam 

Stannage, Kerrie Lester and Mandy Martin early in 

their careers. He was also a generous supporter of 

other early-career artists, a fact he would have 

quickly dismissed. 

Evatt’s ability to foresee trends in the art market 

resulted in early investments in Aboriginal art, 

Hornby trains and toys. In 1976, he purchased a 

collection of Aboriginal art and displayed it in the 

gallery. It became a drawcard for international 

visitors. The Hogarth Galleries subsequently 

became Australia’s foremost Aboriginal art gallery 

credited with exhibiting Aboriginal art in the fine art 

tradition. 

A discerning buyer, he amassed an extensive and 

eclectic personal collection. Some of the more 

valuable works were on permanent loan and 

exhibited in local and overseas institutions. Many of 

his art works were displayed in the Supreme Court 

of New South Wales. 

In 1983, Evatt decided that the magnificent former 

home of his maternal grandfather in the Blue 

Mountains should be preserved and made open to 

the public, a course which required planning 

approval. In considering the application for 

approval, the local council gave Evatt three 

options: the house could be opened to the public as 

a garden, a house or a museum. Evatt chose 

"museum" and, because the antique toy market 

had begun to grow in popularity, he decided that it 

would be appropriate to make it a toy museum. 

So in 1983, Evatt and his wife Elizabeth opened the 

Leuralla Toy and Railway Museum. With his 

customary energy and vision, Evatt set about 

assembling what has become one of the most 

significant collections of 20th century toys in the 

world. The museum also contains a collection of 

photographs, published works and other objects in 

memory of his uncle, Dr Herbert Vere Evatt, and 

his father, Clive Raleigh Evatt, QC, both lawyers 

and politicians of renown. 

Evatt loved the arts in all its forms. He had an 

unparalleled knowledge of art history. He also had 

an extensive knowledge of music and opera, loved 

Wagner and was a frequent visitor to the Bayreuth 

Festival. He had a particular interest in pop art and 

introduced Andy Warhol, Jasper Johns, and Allen 

Jones to the Australian market. Johns’ Girl Table of 

1969 was displayed at the gallery and caused a 

riotous reaction. A newspaper reported that there 

was now a "Women’s Lib blitzkrieg", which 

exhorted women to "smash sexist art oppressors!" 

Characteristically, Evatt said he was pleased that 

"these people were angry". He said that the last 

person who got angry about art was Dr Goebbels, 

"and we’ve had to wait for 30 years for someone 

else to get angry". 

Evatt is survived by his sisters, Elizabeth and 

Penelope, his first wife, Dr Susan Hepburn and the 

five children from that marriage - Elizabeth, Mary, 

George, Ruth and Victor, his second wife, Elizabeth 

and their two children, William, Alice and stepson 

Jonathon. 

"'Remembering Clive', 5.30pm Thursday, August 

16, Sir Anthony Mason Chambers, level 14, 179 

Elizabeth Street, Sydney. If you wish to attend, 

please contact the clerk, John McNamara at 
john.mcnamara@siranthonymason.com.au or 9373 
7447" 
https://www.smh.com.au/national/clive-evatt-king-of-
the-plaintiffs-defamation-bar-20180808-p4zw61.html

________________________________________________  

Fredrick Töben - A Moment With Clive Evatt 
1. Fearless Clive Evatt even acted on my behalf when The Australian newspaper and Senator 

Christine Milne defamed me as a "Holocaust denier", "Antisemite" and "fabricator of History". 

 2. The matter reached the High Court of Australia where it was dismissed on grounds that my 

action in the lower courts was an abuse of process, i.e. the primary judge had ruled that all I 

wished to do was use the court case as a platform for spreading my views. 

 3. The underlying reason why this defamation action was unsuccessful was because no legal 

jurisdiction anywhere in the world would dare, legally, to define these three concepts. 

 4. These concepts are “moving targets” used to stifle debate on matters Holocaust by using 

legislation that has been adapted from proper defamation principles where truth is a defence. 

 5. However, once these terms are legally defined, then they cease to be moving targets - and 

can be investigated for truth content, which is the last thing anyone, such as Professor Deborah 

Lipstadt wishes to happen.  

mailto:john.mcnamara@siranthonymason.com.au
https://www.smh.com.au/national/clive-evatt-king-of-the-plaintiffs-defamation-bar-20180808-p4zw61.html
https://www.smh.com.au/national/clive-evatt-king-of-the-plaintiffs-defamation-bar-20180808-p4zw61.html
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6. By employing legislation where "hurt feelings" prove the alleged offence, sophistry stifles any 

kind of meaningful defence, and so legal corruption-power politics rules the day. 

7. During an interval at the appeal stage Counsel for the defence loudly claimed I was an 

"antisemite" and a "Holocaust denier", to which Clive Evatt responded: "He's a fighter! What's 

wrong with that?" 

8. Clive Evatt, who has Jewish relatives, knows the honest Holocaust story, and he also knows 

how quickly some so-called Jewish refugees-Holocaust survivors entered Australia after the war 

with just a suitcase, but then a year later had acquired multiple apartments and houses, etc. 

 
During my defamation action barrister, Clive Evatt, had to endure direct media attacks of the ritual 

defamation kind - more later. At one time he deflected one such attack by conceding I was not quite the 

"full quid". My response was to prove that this factual statement was not true - and I handed him a one 

pound note, which proved to him I was indeed the full quid. 

__________________________________________________ 
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Barrister Clive Evatt dead at 87 
Emily Ritchie, Reporter, 8:05PM August 3, 2018 

*7 Comments 

Barrister Clive Evatt pictured in 2016.  

Picture: Adam Taylor 

Eccentric defamation lawyer Clive Evatt has passed 
away, aged 87, a death which his legal colleagues say 
signals the “end of an era”.  
Throughout his 60-year career, the Sydney barrister 
represented many notable clients including Abe Saffron, 
his brother-in-law architect Harry Seidler, bookmaker 
Rob Waterhouse and Gypsy Fire, the actor and dancer 

Emilia Caruana wrongly portrayed by the newspaper 
Truth as Bob Dylan’s sex slave. 
In 2012, Evatt secured a $176,296 damages payout for 
former Guantánamo Bay detainee Mamdouh Habib over 
defamatory comments made by broadcasters John Laws, 
Steve Price and Ray Hadley on radio stations 2UE and 

2GB. 
Most recently, Evatt represented 49-year-old Moutiaa El-

Zahed, the wife of a convicted Islamic State recruiter, 
who in 2016 failed to stand on nine occasions for a 
district court judge. 
The son of the late barrister and NSW Labor minister 
Clive Raleigh Evatt, QC — who also acted for a range of 

famous plaintiffs in defamation proceedings, including 
Tom Uren, Shirley Bassey and Dawn Fraser — and 
nephew of High Court judge and federal Labor Attorney-
General Herbert Vere “Doc” Evatt, Clive jnr was born in 
1931 and was called to the bar in 1956. 

 
Evatt in his Sydney chambers. Picture: John Feder 

Alongside his career as a lawyer, Evatt was also an avid 

art collector and dealer, having opened the Hogarth 
Galleries in Paddington in 1972 and with a number of 
Brett Whiteley’s hanging in his Turramurra home on 

Sydney’s upper north-shore. 
One of his legal colleagues, fellow Sydney lawyer Mark 
O’Brien, said Evatt’s passing meant defamation law 
“won’t be fun anymore”. 
“It is a shock,” Mr O’Brien, who had known Evatt for over 
30 years, said. 
“He was cunning but always courteous. He was the 

champion of impetuous litigants who didn’t have the 
means to sue the big end of town. His wins were many, 
his defeats were more than occasional but he always 
took it in the same gracious spirit. He was a gracious 
loser, which doesn’t apply to many lawyers. To use the 

old hackneyed phrase, it’s certainly the end of an era.” 

Leading media lawyer Justin Quill echoed the sentiment. 
“Clive’s death is the end of an era,” Quill said. “His 
courtroom style was certainly different to the usual - 
especially in recent years.” 
Rob Waterhouse said on social media today it was “a 
very sad day indeed: we lost my loyal friend Clive Evatt”. 
“Without doubt the greatest ‘outside the box’ lawyer 

ever, who simply solved difficult issues for his clients and 
won their cases,” Waterhouse said. 
*https://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/barris

tercliveevattdeadat87/newsstory/cb1250323082b7fc91c

17ee3f5adf0bf 

________________________________________________ 

National, NSW, Legal industry 

High-profile defamation barrister Clive Evatt dies 

  
By Michaela Whitbourn, 3 August 2018 — 6:01pm 

Clive Evatt, one of the best-known defamation barristers 
in Sydney, has died aged 87. 
Over a career spanning more than 60 years – interrupted 
by a 13-year period of exile – Evatt acted for a host of 

famous plaintiffs against media outlets, including 
underworld figure Abe Saffron, architect Harry Seidler 
and dancer Gypsy Fire, wrongly portrayed by newspaper 
Truth as Bob Dylan's sex slave. 

 
Clive Evatt at his Turramurra home in 2012. 

Photo: James Alcock 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/author/Emily+Ritchie
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/barrister-clive-evatt-dead-at-87/news-story/cb1250323082b7fc91c17ee3f5adf0bf#story-comments
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/barristercliveevattdeadat87/newsstory/cb1250323082b7fc91c17ee3f5adf0bf
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/barristercliveevattdeadat87/newsstory/cb1250323082b7fc91c17ee3f5adf0bf
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/barristercliveevattdeadat87/newsstory/cb1250323082b7fc91c17ee3f5adf0bf
https://www.smh.com.au/national
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw
https://www.smh.com.au/topic/legal-industry-huu
https://www.smh.com.au/by/michaela-whitbourn-hvf5w
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In 2012, Evatt secured a $176,296  damages payout for 
former Guantanamo Bay detainee Mamdouh Habib over 

defamatory comments made by broadcasters John Laws, 
Steve Price and Ray Hadley on radio stations 2UE and 

2GB. 
He also acted for Rachelle Louise, the former girlfriend of 
convicted murderer Simon Gittany, in her District Court 
defamation case against The Daily Telegraph. The parties 
reached a settlement in 2015 when the newspaper 

admitted it was wrong to refer to her as a stripper.  In 
his opening address, Evatt had referred to Louise as a 
modern-day Joan of Arc. 
Evatt told the Herald in 2012 that Saffron's pursuit of the 
Gold Coast Bulletin over a crossword clue referring to a 
"Sydney underworld figure, nicknamed Mr Sin" was the 
first case of defamation by crossword. 

"I never saw any evidence that he is a criminal," Evatt 
told journalist Michael Duffy. ''Mind you, I think he is on 
the fringe." 

The son of the late barrister and NSW Labor minister 
Clive Raleigh Evatt, QC – who also acted for a range of 
famous plaintiffs in defamation proceedings, including 

Tom Uren, Shirley Bassey and Dawn Fraser – and 
nephew of High Court judge and federal Labor Attorney-
General Herbert Vere "Doc" Evatt, Clive jnr was born in 
1931 and was called to the bar in 1956. 
Evatt's sisters are equally famous: Elizabeth Evatt is a 
trailblazing lawyer and was the first chief judge of the 
Family Court of Australia, while Penelope Seidler (nee 

Evatt) is a distinguished architect and the wife of Harry 
Seidler. 
Evatt, who was also a well-known art dealer and opened 
the Hogarth Galleries in Paddington, was struck off by 
the High Court in 1968 after he was found to have 

engaged in professional misconduct by participating in a 
scheme in which two solicitors, H. A. P. Veron and B. R. 

Miles, charged "extortionate and grossly excessive sums" 
to clients. 

The NSW Supreme Court found Evatt "charged fees as 
counsel which were excessive and which he knew would 

be paid in part from the amounts so charged by the 
solicitors". The court ordered he be suspended as a 
barrister for two years but the Bar Association appealed 
to the High Court and asked that he be disbarred. 
Evatt returned to the bar in 1981, when his defamation 

practice took off. Bookmaker Rob Waterhouse said on 
social media on Friday it was "a very sad day indeed: we 
lost my loyal friend Clive Evatt". 
"Without doubt the greatest 'outside the box' lawyer 
ever, who simply solved difficult issues for his clients and 
won their cases," Waterhouse said. 
NSW Bar Association president Arthur Moses, SC, said 

Evatt was a "renowned member of the NSW Bar, art 
collector [and] gallery owner" who became "the foremost 
defamation barrister" after being admitted to the 

profession in March 1965. He appeared "invariably for 
the plaintiff", Moses said. 
"During his forced break from practising at the Bar, Clive 

directed his efforts to acquiring a fine arts degree, 
amassing a valuable art collection and to setting up the 
pioneering Hogarth Galleries," Moses said. 
"Clive Evatt was one of the more fascinating characters 
to have practised at the NSW Bar. He was a formidable, 
punctilious opponent at the Bar Table in defamation 
cases and defended the reputations of people from all 

walks of life. We are unlikely to see anyone quite like him 
again. Vale Clive." 
---------------- 
Michaela Whitbourn, Facebook, Twitter 
Michaela Whitbourn is The Sydney Morning Herald's Legal 
Affairs and Investigations reporter. 
*https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/high-profile-

defamation-barrister-clive-evatt-dies-20180803-

p4zvf4.html  

__________________________________________________  
Opinion, National, ACT 

The door to racism in the name of patriotism 
By Crispin Hull, 11 August 2018 — 12:00am 

The big business lobbies must be licking their lips over 
the out-pouring of racially motivated calls for lower 
immigration – in the very week that Australia’s 
population hit 25 million. 
It means that sensible people arguing for lower 

immigration on economic and environmental grounds will 
now also have to run the gauntlet of being branded as 

racist. 
Meanwhile, property developers, big retail, the banks and 
others revel in making short-term big profits from high 
population growth to the long-term detriment of 
everyone else. 
It took just 14 years for the most recent five million to 
be added from 20 million to 25 million. It took 23 years 

to add the five million before that from 15 million to 20 
million. This is an exponential, unsustainable trajectory. 
It causes congestion, out-of-reach housing, more 
pollution, conversion of agricultural land to urban, and 
more imported food and less exported food. 
The population crisis has nothing to do with race. It has 

nothing to do with what News Ltd columnist Andrew Bolt 
calls a threat to Australian identity. It is a matter of 
economics and environment. 

If anything, research suggests greater diversity helps 
companies perform better and that is probably the same 
for nations. So we should seek greater diversity among 
immigrants, but there should be a lot fewer of them. 

 
It took just 14 years for the most recent five million to be 

added to take the population from 20 million to 25 
million. Photo: Simon O'Dwyer 

The calls for lower immigration by Bolt, Tony Abbott, 
Peter Dutton and others mixed with statements about 
African gangs, loss of identity and calls for white South 
African farmers to get special treatment is doubly 
appalling. 

https://www.caselaw.nsw.gov.au/decision/54a636e03004de94513d9503
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/daily-telegraph-admits-it-was-incorrect-to-say-rachelle-louise-worked-as-stripper-20150508-ggx2my.html
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/daily-telegraph-admits-it-was-incorrect-to-say-rachelle-louise-worked-as-stripper-20150508-ggx2my.html
https://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/at-home-with-clive-evatt-20120414-1x05g.html
https://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/art-and-design/at-home-with-clive-evatt-20120414-1x05g.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/HCA/1968/20.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth/HCA/1968/20.html
https://www.smh.com.au/by/michaela-whitbourn-hvf5w
https://www.facebook.com/MichaelaWhitbournJournalist/
https://twitter.com/MWhitbourn?lang=en
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/high-profile-defamation-barrister-clive-evatt-dies-20180803-p4zvf4.html
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/high-profile-defamation-barrister-clive-evatt-dies-20180803-p4zvf4.html
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/high-profile-defamation-barrister-clive-evatt-dies-20180803-p4zvf4.html
https://www.smh.com.au/national
https://www.smh.com.au/national/act
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First, it makes intelligent discussion about the economics 
and environmental implications of high population almost 

impossible. Secondly, it opens the door to racism under 
the guise of patriotism and nationalism. 

In a way they both pose significant threats to some of 
the best things about the Australian way of life. 
One of those things is, of course, Australia’s progress in 
overcoming racism given our past. 
The first British claim over, and settlement of, the 

Australian continent has based the dispossession of, and 
violence towards, the Indigenous population. 
One of the first Acts of the Australian Federal Parliament 
– the 17th in fact –was the Immigration Restriction Act 
which enabled the White Australia Policy by making it 
virtually impossible for non-whites to emigrate to 
Australia. 

It has been almost 50 years since that policy ended and 
more than 40 years since the Federal Parliament made 
racial discrimination illegal. 

And still, some people want those things wound back. 
The Race Discrimination Commissioner, Tim 
Soutphommasane, who ends his five-year term this 

month, said that when he took office he did not 
anticipate what he described as a rise in “dog-whistling” 
and “race-baiting” in Australian public debate. 
“Race politics is back,” he said. “I wouldn’t have 
expected that the biggest threats to racial harmony 
would come from within our parliaments and media.” 

 
Race Discrimination Commissioner Tim Soutphommasane 
said he wouldn’t have expected that the biggest threats 
to racial harmony would come from within parliament 

and the media. Photo: Kate Geraghty 

They haven’t given up despite the failure to edit or 
remove Section 18C of the Racial Discrimination Act 
which makes hate speech that vilifies or offends someone 
on the basis of their race unlawful. 
Overcoming racism, whether perpetrated by laws, 
institutions or individuals, should be a major national 
endeavour because it so often leads to violence. 

It is one of the lessons of the 20th century in which so 
much killing, displacement, dispossession and 

disempowerment was done when people with political 
and military power asserted that their people were 

superior to others who were regarded as sub-human, 
despite the fact that homo sapiens is one species 

irrespective of skin colour or other attributes. 
It was done in the name of ideology and/or empire. In 
the 21st century, those seeking power or attention are 
using race again. They can do so because it so often 
works. Humans are pre-disposed to tribalism and “us” 

and “them” because that view of the world was 
necessary for survival in the state of nature. 
It no longer is. Indeed, tribalism in developed society 
does the opposite. It exposes people to violence. 
Bolt appealed to the us-and-them mentality. He wrote: 
“There is no ‘us’ any more as a tidal wave of immigrants 
sweeps away what is left of our national identity.” 

Whoops. Only about half of Australians were born in 
Australia to Australian-born parents. The other half, 
however, still regard themselves as Australian, as “us”. 

As do the 28 per cent of Australian residents who were 
born overseas. 
The threat from any tidal wave of immigrants is not to 

national identity. People coming here become Australian 
quickly enough. 
No, the threat is to other things that have made Australia 
one of the best places on the planet to live: high home 
ownership; high proportion of single-dwelling housing 
with their own open space; equality of opportunity; a 
fairly equal society; ease of movement; high standard of 

living; good working conditions and so on. 
All of these things are under threat and high population 
growth is contributing. The CEOs of companies that profit 
from high population growth pay themselves ever more 
money and pay the new pool of under-employed workers 

ever less. 
And the answer is not “better infrastructure” or 

“decentralisation”. Those things are not happening. 
Very few countries have five cities with more than 1 
million people, like Australia, not even the UK, Germany, 
Russia, France, Italy or Brazil. The trend in Australia is 
for greater centralisation and high immigration is making 
it worse. 

Decentralisation in Australia is about as likely as the 
states moving their capitals from Sydney to Armidale, 
from Melbourne to Bendigo, Perth to Bunbury or Adelaide 
to Whyalla. 
As for infrastructure, the equation is too hard. On 
average, infrastructure lasts 50 years. It means you have 
to replace two per cent of it every year, just to keep up. 

If you add a further 2 per cent in population, therefore, 
you have to double your infrastructure effort. Australia 
has been falling behind ever since we increased the 
immigration intake from around 70,000 a year to more 
than 150,000. The answer is not a fanciful unaffordable 
wish for more infrastructure, but for fewer people. 
*www.crispinhull.com.au  

*https://www.smh.com.au/national/act/thedoor-to-
racism-in-the-name-of-patriotism-20180809-p4zwjs.html  

________________________________________________ 

Mr Bean, an imam and a rabbi walk into Boris burqa furore 
Published time: 10 Aug, 2018 10:12 

Boris Johnson’s burqa comments have split the British 

population down the middle, with condemnation and 

support being handed out in equal measure. Now an 

imam, a rabbi and actor Rowan Atkinson have had their 

say on the matter.  

Atkinson, best known for his portrayal of the bumbling 

‘Mr Bean’ and the cunning ‘Blackadder,’ weighed in on 
the debate by writing a letter to the Times saying: “All 
jokes about religion cause offence, so it’s pointless 
apologizing for them.” 

http://www.crispinhull.com.au/
https://www.smh.com.au/national/act/thedoor-to-racism-in-the-name-of-patriotism-20180809-p4zwjs.html
https://www.smh.com.au/national/act/thedoor-to-racism-in-the-name-of-patriotism-20180809-p4zwjs.html
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“You should really only apologize for a bad joke. On that 
basis, no apology is required.” 

Adding: “As a lifelong beneficiary of the freedom to make 
jokes about religion, I do think that Boris Johnson’s joke 

about wearers of the burka resembling letterboxes is a 
pretty good one.” 

 
Boris Johnson and Mr Bean. © Andrew Parsons, Global 

Look Press. Will Burgess, Reuters. 

The former foreign secretary sparked a furore when he 
likened niqab and burqa-wearing Muslim women to 
‘letterboxes’ and compared them to ‘bank-robbers.’ 

Atkinson’s comments were backed up from an unlikely 
source. Taj Hargey, imam at Oxford Islamic 

Congregation said that he “should not apologise for 
telling the truth.” 

In a letter, also for the Times, he wrote that the burqa 
and niqab had no legitimacy in the Koran, adding it was a 
"trendy gateway theology for religious extremism and 
militant Islam.” 
“In reality it is a toxic patriarchy controlling women,” he 

added. 
On the other side the matter, Rabbi David Mason of 
Muswell Hill Synagogue, warned the Jewish Chronicle of 
Johnson’s “racism with a smile,” adding that the 
comments were “very problematic and raise a big 
concern.” 
Condemnation of the comments also came from the 

Chairman of the Jewish Leadership Council Jonathan 
Goldstein, who took to Twitter, posting: “Boris Johnson’s 
comments totally disgraceful. Extraordinary to think he 

was foreign secretary only a few weeks ago.” 
With a Tory party inquiry into Johnson’s conduct 
announced on Thursday, the matter looks set to rumble 

on. 
*https://www.rt.com/uk/435608-boris-bean-imam-

rabbi/  

_________________________________________________ 

 
30 November 2015 

Holocaust denier abuses High Court process  
December 1, 2015 by J-Wire Staff: 

A Supreme Court judge has concluded that Dr Fredrick 
Toben was using a defamation action in court to espouse 
his views questioning the Holocaust. His case against 

“The Australian” was dismissed and was described as an 
abuse of process. 
Fredrick Toben, who gained notoriety when his promotion 
of claims regarding Jews and the Nazi genocide were 
judged to be in breach of Australian law, and 
subsequently served jail time for contempt of court, has 
failed in yet another legal matter. 

In this latest case, Toben, represented by Barrister Clive 
Evatt,  brought defamation proceedings against The 
Australian newspaper editor Clive Mathieson, Senior 
Reporter Christian Kerr and former Greens leader 
Christine Milne, after Milne’s description of Toben as a 

person who fabricated history and spread antisemitism 
was published by the paper. 
Justice Lucy McCallum of the Supreme Court of NSW 

ruled that Toben had been  attempting to “manipulate 
the process of the Court to create a forum” in arguing 
the very propositions which he had claimed it was 
defamatory to accuse him of holding, those being 
Holocaust denial and broader antisemitic propositions. 
In 2012, Toben failed in a similar case brought against 
Jeremy Jones AM, the Director of International and 

Community Affairs of the Australia/Israel & Jewish Affairs 
Council. 
In a comprehensive judgment, Justice McCallum outlined 
the series of legal matters relating to the promotion of 
racial hatred involving Fredrick Toben, which had 

https://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/boris-johnson-burqa-burka-islamophobia-rabbi-extreme-right-1.468103
https://www.rt.com/uk/435608-boris-bean-imam-rabbi/
https://www.rt.com/uk/435608-boris-bean-imam-rabbi/
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commenced when Jones, in his capacity as an elected 
officer of The Executive Council of Australian Jewry, had 

lodged a complaint to the Human Rights Commission on 
31 May 1996. 

 
Fredrick Toben, Holocaust denier  

Decisions in the Human Rights Commission and the 
Federal Court, in a series of judgements between 2000 

and 2009, consistently went against Toben and in favour 
of Jones, culminating in Toben suing Jones in 2012  for 

allegedly for implying that Toben was an antisemite, had 
falsely said the influence of the Talmud was pervasive 
and falsely claimed that received knowledge of the Shoah 
was “a mass fraud perpetrated on humanity”. 
The judgment by Justice McCallum detailed the grounds 
on which allegations had been made against Toben, their 

validity and Toben’s behaviour in various court 
proceedings. 

 
 [He would rather be called that than a Holocaust liar!] 
Justice McCallum was satisfied that Toben was cynically 
attempting to represent himself as a philosophical 
enquirer when he was a person with firm views, and that 
he did not have “the least interest in vindicating his 

reputation”, but, simply was seeking a platform to 
promote views which the Federal Court had already 
found to be in breach of the Racial Discrimination Act... 
 
Posted by Steve Lieblich at 11:12 PM  
 
*http://israelissueswa.blogspot.com/2015/11/holocaust
-denier-abuses-high-court.html  

_________________________________________________ 

A Decalogue of American Empire-Building:  
A Dialogue 

James Petras jpetras@binghamton.edu 1 August 2018 
Introduction 

Few, if any, believe what they hear and read from 

leaders and media publicists.  Most people choose to 
ignore the cacophony of voices, vices and virtues. 
This paper provides a set of theses which purports to lay-
out the basis for a dialogue between and among those 
who choose to abstain from elections with the intent to 
engage them in political struggle. 

Thesis 1 

US empire builders of all colors and persuasion practice 
donkey tactics; waving the carrot and wielding the whip 
to move the target government on the chosen path.   
In the same way, Washington offers dubious concessions 
and threatens reprisals, in order to move them into the 
imperial orbit. 

Washington applied the tactic successfully in several 
recent encounters.  In 2003 the US offered Libyan 
government of Muammar Gaddafi a peaceful 
accommodation in exchange for disarmament, 
abandonment of nationalist allies in the Middle East, 
Africa and Asia.  In 2011, the US with its European allies 
applied the whip – bombed Libya, financed and armed 

retrograde tribal and terrorist forces, destroyed the 
infrastructure, murdered Gaddafi and uprooted millions 
of Africans and Libyans. . . who fled to Europe.  
Washington recruited mercenaries for their subsequent 
war against Syria in order to destroy the nationalist 
Bashar Assad regime. 
Washington succeeded in destroying an adversary but 

did not establish a puppet regime in the midst of 

perpetual conflict. 
The empire’s carrot weakened its adversary, but the stick 
failed to recolonize Libya ..Moreover  its European allies 
are obligated to pay the multi-billion Euro cost of 

absorbing  millions of uprooteded immigrants and the 

ensuing domestic political turmoil. 

Thesis 2 
Empire builders’ proposal to reconfigure the economy in 
order to regain imperial supremacy provokes domestic 
and overseas enemies.  President Trump launched a 
global trade war, replaced  political accommodation with 
economic sanctions against Russia and a domestic 
protectionist agenda and sharply reduced corporate 

taxes.  He provoked a two-front conflict. Overseas, he 
provoked opposition from European allies and China, 
while facing perpetual harassment from domestic free 
market globalists and Russo-phobic political elites and 
ideologues. 
Two front conflicts are rarely successful.  Most successful 

imperialist conquer adversaries in turn – first one and 
then the other. 

Thesis 3 
Leftists frequently reverse course:  they are radicals out 
of office and reactionaries in government, eventually 
falling between both chairs.  We witness the phenomenal 
collapse of the German Social Democratic Party, the 

Greek Socialist Party (PASOK), (and its new version 
Syriza) and the Workers Party in Brazil.  Each attracted 
mass support, won elections, formed alliances with 
bankers and the business elite – and in the face of their 
first crises, are abandoned by the populace and the elite. 
Shrewd but discredited elites frequently recognize the 
opportunism of the Left, and in time of distress, have no 

problem in temporarily putting up with Left rhetoric and 

reforms as long as their economic interests are not 
jeopardized.  The elite know that the  Left signal left and 
turn right. 

 
 

https://plus.google.com/109914452625052927119
http://israelissueswa.blogspot.com/2015/11/holocaust-denier-abuses-high-court.html
http://israelissueswa.blogspot.com/2015/11/holocaust-denier-abuses-high-court.html
http://israelissueswa.blogspot.com/2015/11/holocaust-denier-abuses-high-court.html
mailto:jpetras@binghamton.edu
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Thesis 4 
Elections, even ones won by progressives or leftists, 

frequently become springboards for imperial backed 
coups.  Over the past decade newly elected presidents, 

who are not aligned with Washington, face congressional 
and/or judicial impeachment on spurious charges.  The 
elections provide a veneer of legitimacy which a straight-
out military-coup lacks. 
In Brazil, Paraguay and Venezuela, ‘legislatures’ under 

US tutelage attempted to ouster popular President.  They 
succeeded in the former and failed in the latter. 
When electoral machinery fails, the judicial system 
intervenes to impose restraints on progressives, based 
on tortuous and convoluted interpretation of the law.  
Opposition leftists in Argentina, Brazil and Ecuador have 
been hounded by ruling party elites. 

Thesis 5 
Even crazy leaders speak truth to power. There is no 
question that President Trump suffers a serious mental 

disorder, with midnight outbursts and nuclear threats 
against, any and all, ranging from philanthropic world 
class sports figures (LeBron James) to NATO respecting 

EU allies.   
Yet in his lunacy, President Trump has denounced and 
exposed the repeated deceits and ongoing fabrications of 
the mass media.  Never before has a President so 
forcefully identified the lies of the leading print and TV 
outlets.  The NY Times, Washington Post, the Financial 
Times, NBC, CNN, ABC and CBS have been thoroughly 

discredited in the eyes of the larger public.  They have 
lost legitimacy and trust.  Where progressives have 
failed, a war monger, billionaire has accomplished, 
speaking a truth to serve many injustices. 

Thesis 6 

When a bark turns into a bite, Trump proves the homely 
truth that fear invites aggression.  Trump has 

implemented or threatened severe sanctions against the 
EU, China, Iran, Russia, Venezuela, North Korea and any 
country that fails to submit to his dictates.  At first, it 
was bombast and bluster which secured concessions. 
Concessions were interpreted as weakness and invited 
greater threats.  Disunity of opponents encouraged 

imperial tacticians to divide and conquer.  But by 
attacking all adversaries simultaneously he undermines 
that tactic.  Threats everywhere limits choices to 
dangerous options at home and abroad. 

Thesis 7 
The master meddlers, of all times, into the politics of 
sovereign states  are the Anglo-American empire 

builders.  But what is most revealing is the current ploy  
of accusing the victims of the crimes that are committed 
against them. 
After the overthrow of the Soviet regime, the US and its 
European acolytes ‘meddled’ on a world-historic scale, 
pillaging over two trillion dollars of Soviet wealth and 
reducing Russian living standards by two thirds and life 

expectancy to under sixty years – below the level of 
Bangladesh. 
With Russia’s revival under President Putin, Washington 
financed a large army of self-styled ‘non-governmental 
organizations’ (NGO) to organize electoral campaigns, 
recruited moguls in the mass media and directed ethnic 

uprisings.  The Russians are retail meddlers  compared to 

the wholesale multi-billion-dollar US operators. 
Moreover, the Israeli’s have perfected meddling on a 
grand scale – they intervene successfully in Congress, 

the White House and the Pentagon.  They set the Middle 
East agenda, budget and priorities, and secure the 

biggest military handouts on a per-capita basis in US 
history! 

Apparently, some meddlers meddle by invitation and are 
paid to do it. 

Thesis 8 
Corruption is endemic in the US where it has legal status 
and where tens of millions of dollars change hands and 

buy Congress people, Presidents and judges. 
In the US the buyers and brokers are called ‘lobbyists’ – 
everywhere else they are called fraudsters.  Corruption 
(lobbying) grease the wheels of billion dollars military 
spending, technological subsidies, tax evading 
corporations and every facet of government – out in the 
open, all the time and place of the US regime. 

Corruption as lobbying never evokes the least criticism 
from the mass media. 
On the other hand, where corruption takes place under 

the table in Iran, China and Russia, the media denounce 
the political elite – even where in China over 2 million 
officials, high and the low are arrested and jailed. 

When corruption is punished in China, the US media 
claim it is merely a ‘political purge’ even  if it directly 
reduces elite conspicuous consumption. 
In other words, imperial corruption defends democratic 
value; anti-corruption is a hallmark of authoritarian 
dictatorships. 

Thesis 9 

Bread and circuses are integral parts of empire building – 
especially in promoting urban street mobs to overthrow 
independent and elected governments. 
Imperial financed mobs – provided the cover for CIA 
backed coups in Iran (1954), Ukraine (2014), Brazil 

(1964), Venezuela (2003, 2014 and 2017), Argentina 
(1956), Nicaragua (2018), Syria (2011) and Libya (2011) 

among other places and other times. 
Masses for empire draw paid and voluntary street fighter 
who speak for democracy and serve the elite.  The “mass 
cover” is especially effective in recruiting leftists who look 
to the street for opinion and ignore the suites which call 
the shots. 

Thesis 10 
The empire is like a three-legged stool it promotes 
genocide, to secure magnicide and to rule by homicide.  
Invasions kills millions, capture and kill rulers and then 
rule by homicide – police assassinating  dissenting 
citizens. 
The cases are readily available:  Iraq and Libya come to 

mind.  The US and its allies invaded, bombed and killed 
over a million Iraqis, captured and assassinated its 
leaders and installed a police state. 
A similar pattern occurred in Libya:  the US and EU 
bombed, killed and uprooted several million people, 
assassinated Ghadaffy and fomented a lawless terrorist 
war of clans, tribes and western puppets. 

“Western values”  reveal the inhumanity of empires built 
to murder “a la carte” – stripping the victim nations of 
their defenders, leaders and citizens. 

Conclusion 
The ten theses define the nature of 21st century 
imperialism – its continuities and novelties.    

The mass media systematically write and speak lies to 

power:  their message is to disarm their adversaries and 
to arouse their patrons to continue to plunder the world. 

 

_________________________________________________  
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Politics  

 
Photo Credit: Michael Santomauro/Twitter 

Holocaust Denier Runs For Mayor In South Carolina; Long History Of Promoting 

Holocaust ‘Revisionism’ 

 
By Steph Bazzle - Published on August 9, 2018 

Michael Santomauro, who calls himself a ‘Holocaust 
revisionist,’ has filed this week to run for the office of 
mayor in Hilton Head, South Carolina. The man whose 

record includes promoting Holocaust denial materials to 
the local school PTA and a roommate matching program, 
as well as running a website denying evidence of the 
Holocaust, says his views won’t affect his leadership as 
mayor, though he hints they could if he runs for 
Congress. 

 
Photo Credit: Michael Santomauro, Twitter 

Island Packet describes Michael Santomauro’s first entry 
into notoriety: in 2003, he ran an email service called 

Roommate Finder. Subscribers were unhappy to receive 
emails, instead, about Santomauro’s views that oppose 
historical facts and documentation of Adolf Hitler’s crimes 
against humanity. He received further public notice when 
a group of protestors at his home chanted “evict the 
Nazi” — an act he describes as domestic terrorism and a 

mischaracterization. 
Then, in 2011, he sent a book recommendation to the 
Parent Teacher Association at his child’s school. The book 
he suggested was Debating the Holocaust: A New Look 
at Both Sides. In fact, he is listed as editor on this book, 
which, according to its synopsis on Goodreads, attempts 

to prove such claims as “the concentration camps served 

for ethnic cleansing and forced labor, not mass murder,” 
and that ‘only’ half a million Jewish people were killed — 
as though ‘ethnic cleansing’ is somehow gentler than 
mass murder and half a million deaths based on ethnicity 

is somehow more reasonable. A link in Santomauro’s 
Twitter bio leads to a page promoting the book (archived 
link) and offering further disturbing notes on the 
contents, such as the question, “Why are there so many 
survivors?” and an insistence that the lack of an extant 
physical copy of an order from Hitler to carry out mass 
murder is evidence that it didn’t happen. 

He told the New York Times he sent the suggestion to 
the wrong email list by accident. 
In his Twitter cover photo, a drawn speech bubble 
declares his Holocaust denial proudly. 
At his website, RePortersNotebook, (archived copy here) 
readers are urged, “don’t die stupid,” and offered a 
thousand-dollar reward for evidence disproving any of a 

number of historical accounts and documents regarding 
Hitler’s reign. He is listed as as director of U.S. 
Operations for Theses and Dissertations Press, whose 
founder, Germar Rudolf, was sentenced to prison in 
Germany for denying the existence of Hitler’s gas 
chambers, according to the Auschwitz Museum. 

View image on Twitter  

 

 
Michael Santomauro @Santomauro 

6:17 AM - May 3, 2017 
Santomauro’s old tweets suggest he has been 
contemplating this entry into politics for at least a year. 

Perhaps most disturbing is Michael Santomauro’s vague 

hint of future political ambitions. Though he says that his 
views won’t affect his actions as mayor, they could if he 
was running for Congress — which could be read as a 
wink-and-nod hint of further plans.  

https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_banners/32783084/1489016021/1500x500
https://hillreporter.com/author/steph-bazzle
https://twitter.com/Santomauro/status/908861605940809729
https://www.islandpacket.com/news/politics-government/election/article216183515.html
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/6183752-debating-the-holocaust
https://web.archive.org/web/20180809133504/http:/www.debatingtheholocaust.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180809133504/http:/www.debatingtheholocaust.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/2011/01/26/nyregion/26email.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20180809132204/http:/reportersnotebook.com/
http://auschwitz.org/en/history/holocaust-denial/germar-rudolf
http://auschwitz.org/en/history/holocaust-denial/germar-rudolf
https://twitter.com/Santomauro/status/859509664064688128/photo/1
https://twitter.com/Santomauro
https://twitter.com/Santomauro
https://twitter.com/Santomauro
https://twitter.com/Santomauro
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At his website, RePortersNotebook, (archived copy here) 
readers are urged, “don’t die stupid,” and offered a 

thousand-dollar reward for evidence disproving any of a 
number of historical accounts and documents regarding 

Hitler’s reign. He is listed as as director of U.S. 
Operations for Theses and Dissertations Press, whose 
founder, Germar Rudolf, was sentenced to prison in 
Germany for denying the existence of Hitler’s gas 
chambers, according to the Auschwitz Museum. 

Santomauro’s old tweets suggest he has been 
contemplating this entry into politics for at least a year. 
Perhaps most disturbing is Michael Santomauro’s vague 
hint of future political ambitions. Though he says that his 
views won’t affect his actions as mayor, they could if he 
was running for Congress — which could be read as a 
wink-and-nod hint of further plans.  
Steph Bazzle reports on social issues and religion for Hill 
Reporter. She focuses on stories that speak to everyone's 
right to practice what they believe in and receive the 
support of their communities and government officials. 
You can reach her at Steph@HillReporter.com  
 
*https://hillreporter.com/holocaust-denier-runs-for-
mayor-in-south-carolina-long-history-of-promoting-
holocaust-revisionism-5437  

 

___________________________________________________  

>>The universality of the Kantian Categorical Imperative<< 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

'Cheater!':  

$400,000 Mercedes graffitied by 'scorned lover'  
Yahoo7 News10 August 2018 

An Adelaide man has been left with a hefty repair 

bill after pictures emerged of his $400,000 

Mercedes with profanities spray painted on it, 

accusing him of infidelity. 

“S***”, is sprayed on the passenger-side door and 

“man w****” is painted on the bonnet. 

“Cheater” is painted on the driver’s side door. 

 
A man’s $400,000 Mercedes has been spray painted by a 

scorned lover in the Adelaide suburb of Kent Town. 
Source: Instagram/ Daniel Marks & Elise Marie 

The car is seen parked on a street in Kent Town, in 

central Adelaide. 

A witness told The Advertiser a woman hit the car 

with a baseball bat before spray-painting it. 

The car is a Mercedes Benz S63 AMG worth about 

$400,000. 

While it’s not known who the owner of the car is, 

and if he indeed cheated on his partner, the pics of 

his car have received more than 5,600 likes in less 

than an hour. 

 
A witness said they saw a woman spray painting the car.  

Source: Instagram/ Daniel Marks & Elise Marie 

“Savage,” one user wrote in response to the 

images posted on Instagram. 

“This is shockingly sensational, absolutely golden,” 

another wrote.  

“Explain that to your insurance company.” 

 
*https://au.news.yahoo.com/cheater-400000-mercedes-
graffitied-scorned-lover-062420672.html  
 

_________________________________________________ 
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